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Editor’s Note: In early 2017 Dr. Peter C. Wever of
The Netherlands contacted us to inquire about publishing
the following article in the Journal. He had acquired, in June
2011 on eBay, a diary titled “Diary/Case Book H.C. Fulton,
Evacuation Hospital # 7, A.E.F (American Expeditionary
Forces).” He was able to identify H.C. Fulton as Dr. Harry
Culbertson Fulton (1885-1989), who became Lancaster’s
first full-time board-certified ophthalmologist in 1930, and
practiced here until retiring in 1974 at the age of 88. Drs.
Paul Ripple and John Bowman discussed Dr. Fulton in a
2012 article published in this Journal.1
Dr. Wever developed the following narrative from Dr.
Fulton’s diary, and from a letter (Text Box 1), which reveals
Dr. Fulton to be an insightful and contemplative eyewitness
to the earth-shattering events he was a part of. Amid the
engulfing carnage and his repeated relocations, Dr. Fulton
was able, somehow, to reflect on what he saw in literate,
sensitive, and philosophical terms.
One cannot help wondering if his bloody wartime experiences led to his post-war choice of ophthalmology, arguably
the least bloody and most delicate of the surgical specialties.
INTRODUCTION

The “Diary/Case Book H.C. Fulton, Evacuation
Hospital #7, A.E.F,” dated September 1918, has 19
handwritten pages including the title page, and contains
the names of 69 patients cared for by Dr. Fulton, with
short descriptions of their ailments and treatments.
THE PRE-WAR YEARS

Harry Culbertson Fulton was born on September
26, 1885, at Lower Chanceford Township, York
County, Pennsylvania, the son of James Culbertson
and Sallie Mitchell Fulton.2 Inspired by an uncle who
was a country doctor, he pursued a career in medicine,3 and entered Jefferson Medical College in 1911.4
Following medical school, he began working as a

general practitioner in DuBois, Pennsylvania, but after
just one year, his career was interrupted by the U.S. declaration of war with Germany on April 6, 1917.
WITH THE BRITISH ARMY

On August 8, 1917, at the age of 31, Harry Fulton
enlisted in the Officers Reserve Corps of the U.S.
Army. After beginning active duty as a first lieutenant later that month,2,4 he sailed for England from
Hoboken, New Jersey, on October 3 aboard the Royal
Mail Ship Aurania. (This British ocean liner was torpedoed the following February by a German submarine,
with the loss of nine crew members.5) After arriving in
England, he was temporarily stationed on England’s
east coast, where many military camps were then situated, before being assigned for several months to the
British Expeditionary Force in France.
On February 25, 1918, in a long letter home to E.W.
“Chess” Keyzer (Text Box 1, next page), he described
his circumstances with the 131st Field Ambulance* of
the Royal Army Medical Corps in France.4 Authorities
did not permit soldiers’ letters to indicate their location, but the unit’s records6 indicate it was then at the
aptly named Waterlands Camp in the north of France,
about 15 miles south of the much fought-over Belgian
city of Ypres. The 131st Field Ambulance7 served the
38th Welsh Division, which had received its baptism of
fire at the Battle of the Somme in July 1916, when it
lost nearly 4,000 men.5,8
Harry Fulton was engaged in the Battle of the Lys1
(also known as the Fourth Battle of Ypres). Fought
from April 7-29, 1918, it was part of the German Spring
Offensive (Operation Georgette), intended to capture
Ypres and force the British troops back to the seaports
and out of the war. The offensive did not achieve its
objectives, and it ended on April 29 with about 82,000
killed or wounded on each side.5

* Field Ambulances were mobile front line medical units consisting of more than one vehicle. With a capacity of 150 wounded,
many would often be overwhelmed by the sheer number of battle casualties. An infantry division had three Field Ambulances, each
responsible for the casualties of one of the brigades in the division.
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Text Box 1. Letter to E.W. "Chess" Keyzer

France
Feb. 25, 1918
Dear Chess:
No doubt you have heard from the folks at home
that I am at the present time in “Sunny France.” Truth
to tell, I think the man who used that phrase had never
been here, as I have seen less of the sun since coming to
this country than I ever remember before.
The chief object of this epistle is to tell you that the
tobacco and cigarett[e]s reached me O.K. a few days
ago. Someone along the way took some toll in the shape
of three tins of my smoking tobacco but I was glad to
get the remainder, and I want to thank you muchly for
sending it to me. You may rest assured that it will all be
enjoyed to the finest extent out here where I do not see
anyone to speak to for days at a time. Of course I have
a number of enlisted men and noncommissioned officers
here with me, but according to Hoyle I am not supposed
to fraternize with them. You know I never did pay much
attention to the dictates of Hoyle, so in spite of army regulations I proceed to the dressing room—which is also the
sergeants loafing room—and have a little chat whenever
the spirit moves me. You know the spirit of democracy
is more pronounced in we Americans than in any other
race, and my desire is first to be a real American, and
then a good soldier.
Now as regards the comforts of life, I cannot complain. I have a nice little basement room all to myself,
with a stove in it, carpet and skin rugs on the floor,
acetylene lights, and all the furniture I need including a
bed with springs on it. The remainder of the basement
is given over to the enlisted men consisting of stretcher
bearers, etc. I would like to tell you the town I am in but
I dare not. Suffice it to say that I know something about
the Flanders mud. So far as the cold is concerned I have
concluded that the people out here do not know what
cold weather is. Since I have been here I have not experienced any weather which would require wearing an
overcoat. Before leaving England I invested in a trench
coat and the best pair of boots I could find, and I have
found them both to be good investments as we have any
amount of rain and mud out here.
Yesterday we had a fairly noisy day around here. It
seems that “Fritz” [the Germans] usually selects Sunday
to blow up his extra ammunition. As nearly as I can
get at it, he must have had about three [shells] sent over
to him for everyone he gave us. Then this A.M. about
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4 o’clock things opened up again and were noisy for a
time. It disturbed my rest a bit, but I knew nothing of
what was going on until today. It seems Fritz attempted
to pull off a small raid on our lines. Result, he captured
two prisoners and one machine gun. His losses consisted
of 20 killed and 3 prisoners. The raid may have paid
him, but it was in his own coin.
This is surely a great game, and sometimes when
I think of the muck and mess I am in, and the comforts that I have left behind, I wonder if I am not
a fool for coming over here when I did not need
to. Then I go out and look around a bit, and I see what
was once a beautiful city in ruins. I see churches with
nothing but one bare wall standing. I see factories which
were once great centers of industry, employing hundreds
of people. I talk with the natives and I hear of civilians
who died by the thousands from gas poisoning. I even
see and smell their carcasses; and it is then that I awake
and realize that I, and the millions of other Americans
who are or will be here to see this thing through are here
to see to it that the same fate does not happen to our
own fair land.
This PM I took a walk over to the quarters of
another American Medical Officer who is about one
and one-half miles from here. He has his quarters in
what was at one time a beautiful French chateau. A
comparatively new house, equipped with every modern
convenience, a house which with us would cost twenty or
twenty-five thousand dollars. At the present time nothing remains intact but the basement. There is enough
left of the upper part that we could get up to what was
intended for an observatory, and from there we could
get a splendid view of the town. When I stood there and
looked over the place, I could not help thinking “what a
sinful waste, and what a shame it all is.” Just imagine
a town the size of York or Lancaster battered to pieces,
worse even that it would be after a fire had swept over
it. Then you must remember that this is only one [town]
of God only knows how many. From there we came back
to my abode via the trenches, and first-aid posts, and
again I was struck with the retrogressive changes that we
are passing in this, so-called, age of enlightenment. The
hundreds of men I saw living in holes in the ground—very
much like woodchucks—represent millions who are living
in the same way here on this western front. In spite of all
their hardships the English “Tommys” are a happy and
cheerful bunch of lads. The great secret of maintaining
the morale of the English troops is the fact that their government sees to it that they are well fed. That old saying
that “There is no better way to reach a man’s heart than
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WITH EVACUATION HOSPITAL NO. 7 AT COULOMMIERS

In July 1918, Harry Fulton was detailed to the U.S.
Army Medical Department’s Casual Operating Team
No. 514, which reported for service at Evacuation
Hospital No. 7. This unit occupied the Château de
Montanglaust in Coulommiers,9 some 40 miles east of
Paris and 26 miles from the battlefront at ChâteauThierry.10 (Fig. 1)
Soldiers wounded at the front line were brought
to an Evacuation Hospital, where they received initial
surgical care and (ideally) could be stabilized for several
days and begin recovery. From there, they were taken
by hospital trains to base hospitals, where they could
receive more complicated procedures and recuperate.11
When Harry Fulton arrived, the hospital was
receiving wounded from the the Second Battle of
the Marne, the last major German offensive on the
Western Front, fought from July 15 to August 6.10
German bombs had been dropped on the hospital the
night before, but missed their target and only damaged
the Château’s window glass. The entry in the hospital’s
logbook for July 17 reads:
The earth fairly quakes today, for the steady roaring
Text Box 1. Letter to E.W. "Chess" Keyzer (continued)

through his stomach” is just as true now as it used to be.
There is a lot of newspaper talk these days about the
coming German offensive. It may come, but if it does, I
am greatly mistaken if it is not a sore disappointment
to the House of Hohenzollern [German royal dynasty].
I am inclined to think that if it were not for that 3500
miles of water between her[e] and America, it would all
be over before the end of this summer. As it is, I greatly
fear that the thing will go on for another year. I am
inclined to think that you had the right dope more than
a year ago when you said that the air fighting would be
the deciding factor.
Here’s hoping that it may end soon, but not until
German Imper[i]alism is thoroughly crushed, and the
safety and freedom of our posterity is insured.
To any inquiring friends you may report that I am
well, and as happy as possible under the circumstances.
Love to all.
Lieut. Harry C. Fulton, M.C.U.S.
Attached to the Royal Army Medical Corp.
131 Field Ambulance
British Expeditionary Forces

Fig. 1. View of the Château de Montanglaust in Coulommiers, which was
occupied by Evacuation Hospital No. 7 on June 12, 1918. Harry Fulton
arrived here with Casual Operating Team No. 514 on July 16, 1918.
(Source: https://worldwar1letters.files.wordpress.com/2014/06/chateaumontanglaust1.jpg).

drum fire seems to vibrate the country for miles around.
Patients are coming rapidly and trucks are lined up and down
the road for almost half a mile. The hospital is full of patients
and many of the slightly wounded and gas cases are lying on
litters about the bank, under the trees. Ambulances are taking the patients away to the hospital trains and others are
bringing them in from the front…
Truckloads and ambulance-loads of patients continue to
come today, and the men are still working, although many of
them have not slept for seventy-two hours. Another bunch of
nurses and enlisted men arrived last night, and there is plenty
of work for all. Trains are ordered, one after another, to carry
the patients to the rear and make room for more, for there
are prospects of many more coming. Seven trains, carrying
about 2640 patients were sent out from this hospital from
noon yesterday to noon today...Six more surgical teams were
added today [presumably including Harry Fulton’s Casual
Operating Team No. 514], which will give those who have
been on duty a rest which they greatly need. We have eighteen
operating tables going day and night.10
Their staggering workload is indicated by the fact
that, in the six weeks after June 13, 1918, Evacuation
Hospital No. 7 received and evacuated 27,000 cases.9
WITH EVACUATION HOSPITAL NO. 7 AT SOUILLY

On August 19, 1918, Evacuation Hospital No. 7
departed by train for Neufchâteau, some 150 miles to
the east. Arriving in the region in the early morning
of August 21, officers and nurses went on to nearby
Bazoilles-sur-Meuse, where Base Hospital No. 18 was
in operation. (Dr. Fulton’s name is mentioned on its
list of officers.12) They soon received new orders, and
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Fig. 2. View towards Evacuation Hospitals Nos. 6 and 7 at Souilly. Harry
Fulton presumably arrived here on August 25, 1918. (Source: http://
resource.nlm.nih.gov/101399957).

on August 24 the unit travelled to Souilly, some 65
miles to the north and 11 miles from the much foughtover city of Verdun.
At Souilly, Evacuation Hospital No. 7 operated
together with Evacuation Hospital No. 6 in a former
French hospital, which was transferred with practically
all its equipment (Fig. 2). A railroad with receiving and
dispatching platforms lay in front of the two hospitals (Figs. 3 and 4). Evacuation Hospitals Nos. 6 and
7 had nominal capacities of 1,000 and 1,200 beds
respectively, but records indicate that the maximum
number of patients held at one time in the combined
units exceeded 3,800.9,10 The entry in the logbook of
Evacuation Hospital No. 7 for August 25 (before the
onslaught of casualties) reads:
The camp where we are located is a French hospital and
has never been in the hands of the Americans before. The
wards are all good buildings and the men all have barracks
to live in. It is, by far, the best place we have had in France.
The French have made the place very beautiful with flowers
and have kept the grounds in excellent condition. Evacuation
Hospital No. 6 is here and will operate a hospital here also,
the camp will be divided and No. 7 will take the north end
and No. 6 the south, both operating independently.9
Evacuation Hospital No. 7 started operating as
a hospital again on August 28, but at first the cases
were mainly personnel with influenza/Spanish flu (see
below). The Battle of St. Mihiel, the only offensive
launched solely by the U.S. Army in WWI,5 commenced on September 12 and ended September 14.9,10
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Fig. 3. View of the receiving and dispatching platform in front of
Evacuation Hospitals Nos. 6 and 7 at Souilly. The soldiers walking towards
the photographer are German prisoners of war. (Source: http://resource.
nlm.nih.gov/101399944).

Fig. 4. Current day view of the fields in Souilly where Evacuation Hospitals
Nos. 6 and 7 were located in 1918. The concrete structure is presumably
the remnant of the receiving and dispatching platform. (Photo taken by
author on May 7, 2016.)

The hospital’s logbook entry for September 12 reads:
The big drive is on. Early this morning the big guns began
talking to Heinie and Fritz … The barrage lasted for several
hours and it is reported that our troops are attacking on all
sides of the St. Mihiel salient. The hospital is in readiness for
the wounded and the first of them are expected to arrive some
time during the night.10
THE NOTEBOOK OF HARRY FULTON

On September 8, shortly before the Battle of St.
Mihiel, Harry Fulton began writing down names and
notes about his patients at Evacuation Hospital No.
7 in a little booklet (6.6" x 4.3"), which ultimately
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listed 69 named patients. The first entry is dated
Sept. 8, 1918, and the last two are on Sept. 25 and 26.
(Fig. 5) During this interval the U.S. Army engaged
in the Battle of St. Mihiel, and the first phase of the
Meuse-Argonne Offensive (September 26 – October 3,
1918).5
The description of the first patient takes up
two-thirds of one page, and also mentions follow-up
observations made the day after surgery (Text Box
2, next page), but the notes get progressively shorter
to the point that some patients are described in one
line only. While most patients listed in the notebook
received treatment because of wounds or injuries, three
patients were operated on for appendicitis. (Although
the handwriting is often illegible, it was possible to
identify several of the patients using Google’s search
engine, online digitized archives, and digitized newspapers with casualty lists (Text Box 3, next page).)
WITH EVACUATION HOSPITAL NO. 7 AT ST. JUVIN

The last date mentioned in the notebook is Sept.
26, 1918, the day the Meuse-Argonne Offensive was
launched. Involving 1.2 million U.S. troops, it remains

the largest frontline commitment in American military
history, and is considered “America’s deadliest battle,”
because the often-inexperienced American soldiers sustained over 26,000 killed and over 95,000 wounded.
The Meuse-Argonne Offensive coincided with the socalled “second wave” of Spanish flu,** which ran its
deadly course on the Western Front for about eight
weeks, from mid-September to mid-November 1918.
One in four American soldiers caught the flu.13 It
can be imagined that Evacuation Hospital No. 7 was
flooded with patients from September 26 onwards,
leaving Harry Fulton no time to keep notes. Indeed,
the entry in the hospital’s logbook for October 1 says
that 1,053 patients were admitted in 24 hours, many
with pneumonia, which was responsible for 60-70% of
deaths.10 Though the logbook doesn’t mention it, the
hospital staff was doubtless depleted by the flu, as was
documented for other medical units.
On November 7, the hospital moved to St. Juvin,
some 30 miles northeast of Souilly. The town was in
ruins, without any building that could serve a useful
purpose. The hospital settled around the remnants of
the railway station, and opened on November 10, one

Number of Patients Cared for by 1st Lt. Harry Fulton

Fig. 5. Bar graph showing the number of patients cared for by Harry Fulton at Evacuation Hospital No. 7 in Souilly per time period based on dates mentioned
in his notebook. From September 12 to 15, 1918, 32 patients were cared for, most of which were presumably casualties of the Battle of St. Mihiel (September
12-14, 1918).

** We now know this epidemic was caused by a mutated avian flu virus that made the trans-species leap to humans, a possibility
we are again wary of in the 21st century. Also known as “La Grippe,” it is estimated that the Spanish flu killed from 20 to 100 million people worldwide. Wherever it became prevalent, hospitals were usually full despite discouraging the admission of contagious
patients. Worse, their own staffs were depleted as doctors and nurses succumbed.
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Text Box 2. Field Diary Entries from September 1918

Sept. 8, 1918.
I. Joseph Watts – Negroe.
Entrance and exit bullet wound right leg. Incision over entrance.
Debridement down to tibia anteriorly and internally. Tibia 2/3 destroyed
in path of bullet. Incision posteriorly. Gastrocnemius and soleus [muscles]
pushed to one side, track followed to bone and debridement. Posterior tibial
[blood] vessels severed, ends ligated, troublesome hemorrhage controlled.
9-10-18. Patient comfortable, foot warm, faint pulsation over posterior tibial
[artery].
(Source photo: Collection of author).

day before the Armistice was signed on November 11,
1918. Three days later, on November 14, the hospital
stopped taking patients and evacuated all except a few
serious cases.10
WITH CAMP HOSPITAL NO. 70 AT ST. FLORENT-SUR-CHER

On November 23, 1918, Casual Operating Team
No. 514 was relieved from duty with Evacuation Hospital
No. 7.9 Harry Fulton subsequently served as a casual
officer, which indicates that he was not assigned to a
specific unit,2 but a “Harry C. Fulton, M. C.” is mentioned as a member of the staff of Camp Hospital No.
70. Established near the end of the war in September
1918, and located in an old factory building of 300-bed
capacity in St. Florent-sur-Cher in central France, it was
operated by Field Hospital No. 156 for the medical care
of the 39th Infantry Division. On January 13, 1919, two

months after the Armistice, Field Hospital No. 156 was
relieved from duty at Camp Hospital No. 70 and was
replaced by a detachment of casuals, which probably
included Harry Fulton. When Camp Hospital No. 70
ceased operating at the end of January, all patients of
were evacuated to a nearby camp hospital, and all personnel were reassigned to other stations.14
Harry Fulton was promoted to captain in February,
1919, and on May 11 he sailed back to the U.S. from St.
Nazaire, France, on board the USS Manchuria. Arriving
in Hoboken, New Jersey on May 22, he was honorably
discharged from the U.S. Army on May 26 at Camp
Dix, New Jersey.2
MEDICAL CAREER AND LIFE AFTER WORLD WAR I

After the war, Harry Fulton returned to DuBois,
Pennsylvania, a city of just 13,000 people then (and

Text Box 3. Patient XII

Sergeant Arthur O. Fiset (1894-1969) from Greenfield,
Massachusetts, served with the 26th Division, 104th Infantry,
Company L . He was severely wounded, presumably on September
12, 1918, the first day of the Battle of St. Mihiel, by a gunshot
wound through his left foot entering at the heel and exiting at the
plantar surface of the base of the great toe. He was operated on by
Harry Fulton at Evacuation Hospital No. 7 at Souilly.
(Source photo: http://archives.lib.state.ma.us/
handle/2452/209693).
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fewer today), where he practiced until 1927 and became
chief of a genitourinary clinic. He then obtained two
years of post-graduate training in ophthalmology
at the University of Pennsylvania. After graduating
in 1929, he moved to Lancaster as the first full-time
board-certified ophthalmologist, with an office at
339 North Duke Street. He retired in January 1974 at
the age of 88, after practicing medicine for 58 years
(Fig. 6).1,3,4,15 John Bowman, a
Lancaster retired ophthalmologist, remembers Harry Fulton
as informal, cordial, and a
fine gentleman for whom he
had the utmost professional
respect. Dr. Barton Halpern,
also a retired Lancaster ophthalmologist
and
board
member of the Edward Hand
Medical Heritage Foundation,
currently owns the surgical kit
Fig. 6. Dr. Harry Fulton in
1974, the year he retired as
of Harry Fulton (Fig. 7).15
an ophthalmologist after
Dr. Harry Culbertson
practicing medicine for 58
Fulton
died on June 2, 1989,
years. (Source: Intelligencer
Journal. June 6, 1989: B-3).
at the age of 103,3 despite

smoking one
pack a day until
age 92. He only
gave up smoking because he
could no longer
hold his cigarette.1 Together
with his wife
Elnora Porter
Fulton, who
died in May
1985, Harry
Fulton is buried
at Greenwood
Cemetery
(Buchanan
Section) in
Lancaster.16

Fig. 7. The named surgical kit of Harry Fulton.
The inset shows the nameplate with the name
H.C. Fulton attached to the lid of the kit.
(Source: Collection of Barton Halpern, M.D.)
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